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17” High Post Bed
W A L K I N G F O OT L E AT H E R S T I TC H I N G M AC H I N E

The New artisan 6199 is designed for stitching long or large
cylindrical products such as tall boot tops, deep bags or larger
upholstery cushions.
The principle new feature of the 17” tall compound walking foot,
needle feed machine is the ability to unlock the post bed from the
vertical position, rotate the post forward and away from the
presser feet and needle to ease loading and unloading of your work.
The machine includes a reverse mechanism and a dial type stitch
length regulator and a modern lubrication system.
6199 Leather Stitchers produce the highest quality equal distant
stitch length on all types of light to medium-heavy leathers.
The artisan 6199 is among the smoothest and quietest semiautomatic lubrication walking foot machines manufactured. You are
assured of perfect stitch formation every time
with the artisan 6199. We recommend using
“Premium Performance” bonded threads
sizes from #33 to

#

138.

An
artisan DC Electronic
Servo
Motor and a 2 speed ball bearing
SR-2 speed reducer system is
included to help control your
stitching torque and sewing
speeds. Stitching from one
stitch at a time, totally
controllable up to about 195
stitches per minute. This is the
easiest most controllable
leather stitching machine you’ll
ever sew on.
We Guarantee it!

LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY
Optional Left or Right side Rotating Hook
“G” size Bobbin Rotating Hook.
Uses Prewound Paper or Standard Metal Bobbins.
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6199

Sews Multi-ply Leather to 3/8”, Presser Foot Lift to 9/16”
Maximum Stitch Length is Adjustable Up to 3.3 per inch.
Flip Forward, 17” tall Post Bed

Your Local Professional Sewing Machine Dealer is:

